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Abstract. Mission-critical surveillance applications such as intrusion
detection or disaster response have strong requirements in communi-
cation delays. We consider a Wireless Image Sensor Network (WISN)
with a scheduling of image sensor node’s activity based on the applica-
tion criticality level. Sentry nodes capable of detecting intrusions with a
higher probability than others will alert neighbor nodes as well as activat-
ing cover sets member for image disambiguation or situation-awareness
purposes. At the access level, we consider duty-cycled Medium Access
Control to periodically set nodes in sleep mode for energy preservation.
However, in doing so, care must be taken to also preserve the qual-
ity of event detection and sentry nodes must still be able to propagate
quickly alert messages. We propose an original approach to dynamically
determine the duty-cycle values of image sensor nodes to increase the
probability of matching active period between nodes, thus reducing the
alert latency while globally reduce the energy consumption.

1 Introduction

In addition to traditional sensing network infrastructures, a wide range of emerg-
ing wireless sensor network applications can be strengthened by introducing a
visioning capability. The vision capability is a more effective means to capture
important quantity of richer information and vision constitutes a dominating
channel by which people perceive the world. Nowadays, such applications are
possible since low-power sensors equipped with a visioning component already
exist. Wireless Image Sensor Networks (WISN) where sensor nodes are equipped
with miniaturized visual cameras to provide visual information is a promising
technology for intrusion detection or search&rescue applications.

Our research considers surveillance applications where image sensor nodes
are thrown in mass, randomly, to start the surveillance process, e.g. intru-
sion/anomaly detection, situation awareness,. . . Figure 1 shows the scenario of
a random deployment of image sensor nodes which is typical of the kind of ap-
plications we want to address in this paper. When an intrusion is detected by
a node it will (i) send a number of images to the sink and (ii) alert a number
of neighbor nodes. Alerts could be propagated at k hops but this is not illus-
trated in the figure. Figure 2 shows a close-up view of the dashed square area in



Figure 1 to illustrate the alert process in which neighbor nodes are put in alert
mode (red nodes).
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Fig. 1: Mission-critical intrusion detection system
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Fig. 2: Alert propagation

Our work in this article focuses on the Medium Access Control layer for
providing low energy consumption and low latency for alert propagation. In fig-
ure 2, it is desirable that neighbor nodes can receive the alert indication as soon
as possible in order to propagate the alert towards the sink. However, as event
detection in WSN can be quite sporadic and nodes be idle for a long period of
time MAC layers usually adopt a duty-cycled behavior in order to save the en-
ergy consumption of maintaining the radio module awake listening for incoming
packets: an active or listening period alternates with an inactive or sleep period.
A simple approach for duty-cycling such as the one proposed by the 802.15.4
standard can be improved with synchronization features to have common active
periods (SMAC [1], TMAC [2] to name a few) or with low-power listening (LPL)



capabilities and preamble transmissions (B-MAC [3], X-MAC [4], TP-MAC [5]
to name a few). Reader can refer to [6] to have a survey of MAC protocols
for WSN. While synchronous approaches are not scalable for large networks,
LPL and preamble-based approaches still suffer from high latencies when node’s
sleeping period is large. We propose to adapt the active period of sensor nodes
to provide low-latency alert communication. In figure 2, neighbor nodes for node
n1 will set their listening period according to the criticality level of node n1:
the higher the criticality level, the longer the listening period. Additionally, the
node’s listening period will also depend on the node’s redundancy level in order
to determine a listening period which will not compromise the node’s lifetime.
The contribution in this article is based on a criticality model we developed in [7]
for image sensors: (i) each sensor node n has a frame capture rate which depends
on the criticality level and node n’s redundancy level, then (ii) each neighbor
node ni will set its listening period according to node n’s frame capture rate
and its own redundancy level. Although our approach has been designed from
the beginning for image sensor the proposition can also work with traditional
scalar sensors with disk coverage. Our contribution can also be used with LPL
and preamble approaches to determine the receiver periodic channel sampling
interval, thus reducing the cost of preambles.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews our
criticality-based scheduling. Our proposed MAC approach is explained in Section
3. Simulations and results are shown in Section 4 and we conclude in Section 5.

2 Criticality-based node scheduling

Early surveillance applications involving WSN have been applied to critical in-
frastructures such as production systems or oil/water pipeline systems [8, 9].
There have also been some propositions for intrusion detection applications [10–
16] but most of these studies focused on coverage and energy optimizations
without explicitly having the application’s criticality in the control loop which
is the main concern in our work. For instance, with image sensors, the higher
the capture rate is, the better relevant events could be detected and identified.
However, even in the case of very mission-critical applications, it is not realistic
to consider that video nodes should always capture at their maximum rate when
in active mode. In randomly deployed sensor networks, provided that the node
density is sufficiently high, sensor nodes can be redundant (nodes that moni-
tor the same region) leading to overlaps among the monitored areas. Therefore,
a common approach is to define a subset of the deployed nodes to be active
while the other nodes can sleep. One obvious way of saving energy is to put in
sleep mode nodes whose sensing area are covered by others. However, in mission-
critical applications where it is desirable to increase responsiveness, nodes that
possess a high redundancy level (their sensing area are covered many times by
other nodes so that they have many cover sets) could rather be more active than
other nodes with less redundancy level. As illustrated in Figure 1 sensor nodes
can self-organize themselves to designate a number of nodes to act as sentry



nodes (nodes in black) to better detect intrusions and to trigger alerts. This
hierarchical organization is not mandatory but it helps increasing network life-
time, by putting some nodes in low consumption mode, which is one important
issue when autonomous sensor nodes are considered, even with mission-critical
applications.

In [7] the idea we developed is that when a node has several covers, it can
increase its frame capture rate because if it runs out of energy it can be replaced
by one of its cover sets. Then, depending on the application’s criticality, the
frame capture rate of those nodes with large number of cover sets can vary: a
low criticality level indicates that the application does not require a high image
frame capture rate while a high criticality level does. We proposed to link the
criticality level to the number of cover sets by concave and convex curves as
illustrated in figure 3 with the following interesting properties:

– a concave curve has most projections of x values on the y-axis close to 0
(figure 3 box A). Such curve could represent ”low criticality” applications
that do not need high frame capture rate;

– a convex curve where most projections of x values on the y-axis are close to
the maximum frame capture rate (figure 3 box B). Such curve could represent
”high criticality” applications that need high frame capture rate;
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Fig. 3: The Behavior curve functions

We proposed in [7] to use a Bezier curve to model the 2 application classes.
3 points can define a convex (high criticality) or concave (low criticality) curve:
P0(0, 0) is the origin point, P1(bx, by) is the behavior point and P2(hx, hy) is the



threshold point where hx is the highest cover cardinality and hy is the maximum
frame capture rate determined by the sensor node hardware capabilities. As
illustrated in figure 3, by moving the behavior point P1 inside the rectangle
defined by P0 and P2, we are able to adjust the curvature of the Bezier curve,
therefore adjusting the criticality level: according to the position of point P1 the
Bezier curve can move from a convex to a concave form. P1 therefore defines a
criticality level r0 which is between 0 and 1, 1 being the highest criticality level
which requires fast frame capture rate.

Assuming P0(0, 0), P1(bx, by) and P2(hx, hy) we can define the Bezier curve
(BV) as follows:

BV : [0, hx] −→ [0, hy]
X −→ Y

BVP1,P2(X) ={
(hy−2by)

4b2x
X2 +

by
bx
X if (hx − 2bx = 0)

(hy − 2by)(∝ (X))2 + 2by ∝ (X), if (hx − 2bx 6= 0)

Where ∝ (X) =
−bx+

√
bx2−2bx∗X+hx∗X
hx−2bx

∧


0 ≤ bx ≤ hx

0 ≤ X ≤ hx

hx > 0

We then define the Rk function such that varying r0, the dynamic risk level,
between 0 and R0 gives updated positions for P1 thus obtaining corresponding
values for bx and by:

Rk : [0, R0] −→ [0, hx] ∗ [0, hy]
r0 −→ (bx, by)

Rk(r0) =

{
bx = −hx × r0 + hx

by = hy × r0

If we set the maximum cover set cardinality to 12 and the maximum frame
capture rate to 3fps then we have P2(hx, hy) = (12, 3). bx and by can then be
determined with the equation above, for a given value of r0. Table 1 shows the
corresponding capture rate for some relevant values of r0 when the number of
cover-sets is varied.

Table 1: Capture rate in fps when P2 is at (12,3)

r0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0 .01 .02 .05 0.1 .17 .16 .18 .54 .75 1.1 1.5 3
.1 .07 .15 .15 .17 .51 .67 .86 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.1 3
.4 .17 .15 .55 .75 .97 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.1 2.6 3
.6 .16 .69 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.4 2.6 2.8 3
.8 .75 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3
1 1.5 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 3



With this criticality-based scheduling approach at the application layer, nodes
with high number of cover-set will implicitly become sentry nodes by having a
higher frame capture rate. The motivation of the work we present in this paper
is to allow fast propagation of alert messages from the sentry nodes to the sink.
For that purpose, we propose an adaptive listening period for the MAC layer,
making each neighbor node of a sentry node ready to receive the alert message
and to forward it to the sink.

3 Adaptive MAC Protocol Design

In our application scenario a node detecting an event will first send an alert to the
sink. Note that any node can detect an event but according to the previously
described criticality-based scheduling approach, some nodes will have higher
capture rates than others and therefore will act as sentry nodes because they have
a higher probability of detecting an intrusion or any changes in the environment
(under the assumption that events occur uniformly in the covered area). As
indicated previously, all nodes have a radio duty-cycled behavior where the radio
module is put to sleep for some time, and then waked up to listen for other
nodes wanting to communicate with it, e.g. transmission of an alert message
for instance. In our scenario, it is desirable that neighbor nodes of a sentry can
receive the alert message as soon as possible to (i) increase their criticality level
and, most importantly, (ii) propagate the alert towards the sink.
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Fig. 4: Active and Sleep periods of the MAC layer

Figure 4 shows how at the application layer, the frame capture rate of a node
can be determined based on an application criticality level and the node’s number
of cover-sets using the criticality scheduling approach reviewed in Section 2. The
node’s activity at the application level can actually be independent from the



radio activity which is the focus of this work. However, while the radio duty-cyle
value of the sentry node can be quite simple to determine according to its frame
capture rate, it is more difficult to set the listening period of neighbor relay nodes,
especially when there are many relay nodes as illustrated previously in Figure 2.
In order to avoid difficult and costly synchronization mechanisms, we propose a
probabilistic approach where a neighbor relay node will set its listening period
according to the sentry’s frame capture rate and its own redundancy level (i.e.
number of cover-sets). Our contribution works in 2 phases. The first phase is to
determine for each image sensor node its associated sentry node, i.e. the image
node in its neighborhood with the highest frame capture rate. A node with an
associated sentry node will be called a follower node. Then in a second phase, we
adapt the follower node’s listening period to increase its responsiveness in case
of alerts: be ready to receive and quickly relay data to the sink.

3.1 Sentry selection phase

In this first phase, after having determined its cover-set and frame capture rate
[7], every node broadcasts these information. Once all the nodes have finished
broadcasting, each node can identify the node with the highest capture rate in
its neighborhood. That node is termed as sentry node or master node in its
neighborhood. Remind that the capture rate of any node is calculated using
the Bezier curve model described previously with examples shown in Table 1.
Figure 5 depicts the end of phase 1 where a sentry node (the black node with
the highest frame capture rate) has been identified and associated to follower
nodes in a given neighborhood.
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Fig. 5: Sentry node selection at the end of phase 1



Once the sentry node has been identified and its frame capture rate known,
the second phase is to set the follower node’s radio duty-cycling pattern. We
propose that the listening period of the follower nodes be calculated in relation
to the frame capture rate of their sentry node. However another important factor
to consider is the follower node’s redundancy level. Similar to ideas we developed
in [7], when a node has several cover sets, if it runs out of energy it can be easily
replaced by one of its cover sets. Therefore this follower node can afford to have
a duty cycling pattern with longer listening time. This is the purpose of phase
2 described below in more details.

3.2 Determining duty-cycling pattern

If a follower node has a small number of cover sets then it is preferable that it
preserves its energy because it can hardly be replaced. This means that each
follower node of a given sentry node may have different listening time depending
on the size of its cover-sets. We propose that the duty-cycling pattern of a follower
node follows the convex/concave model previously described in figure 3 in order
to maintain the properties of criticality-based scheduling. However, the y axis
will now give the corresponding duty-cycle value (between 0 and 1, corresponding
to the listening period ratio) based on the cardinality of the cover sets of the
follower node itself expressed on the x axis and the sentry node’s frame capture
rate. Actually, the sentry node’s capture rate value is normalized against the
maximum frame capture rate and is used as a new criticality level for the node,
whose duty-cycle value is being calculated. In this duty-cycle model, we therefore
now have P2(hx, hy) = (12, 1): maximum considered number of cover sets is 12
and duty-cycle ratio is between 0 and 1. The concave curves will represent the
smallest capture rates (normalized) where most duty-cycle values will give have
smaller listening periods, i.e. values are near to zero, unless if a node has high
number of cover sets in which case it will have a larger listening period. Similarly,
the convex curves represent the highest capture rates (normalized). In this case
the duty-cycle values calculated for the follower nodes will be longer. Follower
nodes with larger number of cover sets will have duty-cycle values longer than
those with smaller number of cover sets.

Figure 6 illustrates the entire duty-cycling computation process at follower
nodes. In this example, with an application criticality level of 0.8 (which gives
a convex curve), a node having 9 cover sets will capture at a frame rate of 2.75
fps. Assuming that this node is selected as a sentry node, then its neighbors will
use its capture rate to compute their own duty cycle value. Therefore we see
in figure 6 how the capture rate is normalized (against the maximum capture
rate defined by hardware constraints, 3fps in the example) and used as a new
criticality level for computing the duty cycle value at a follower node, taking its
number of cover sets into account. Here, this new criticality level gives a curve
which is more convex, i.e. most values on the y axis will be in the upper half of
the curve even with smaller number of cover sets, which means longer duty-cycle
values for follower nodes.
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As mentioned previously, our approach can also be a very effective method for
the preamble length calculation in preamble-based MAC protocols, like B-MAC
[3], X-MAC [4]. We will describe in the next section the performance evaluation
of our method and comparisons with a static duty-cycle approach.

4 Preliminary Simulation Results

Fig. 7: Snapshot of the Omnet++ Simulator



To evaluate our approach we conducted a series of simulations using the OM-
NET++/Castalia simulator. For these set of experiments, we randomly deployed
110 sensor nodes in a 400mx400m area.

Each sensor node captures with a given number of frames per second (between
0 fps and 3 fps). We set the maximum number of cover sets for a node to be 12:
nodes with higher number of cover sets will only consider 12 cover sets. Minimum
duty cycle is fixed at 0.1 and the criticality level is set at 0.8. Random intrusions
are introduced in the simulation model and nodes can detect an intrusion if the
intruder is covered by their FoV at the time of the image capture. Upon intrusion
detection, a node will broadcast an alert message.

We compared our approach with a traditional static duty-cycled MAC pro-
tocol with varied duty cycle values: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. For instance, a cycle
duration of 1s with a duty-cycle value of 0.8 will give 0.8s of radio activity (e.g.
can receive) followed by a 0.2s period of inactivity (e.g. can not receive). In figure
8, the duty cycle values of all nodes in our simulation scenario are shown after
calculation from the criticality model in descending order. It should be kept in
mind that the follower node’s duty cycle values varies depending on its num-
ber of cover sets and capture rate of their sentry node. A sentry node does not
need to keep its radio active for a period of time, hence its duty cycle is kept at
minimum, i.e. 0.1 (shown in red in figure 8).
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Fig. 8: Duty cycle lengths of all the nodes

For verification of our approach, we designed all the nodes to respond with
an acknowledgment message on reception of an alert, confirming the reception
of the alert. The responses received from the followers confirm that the alert was
successfully propagated. On the other hand, no response from the followers goes
on to show that the follower nodes were on the sleep mode and they did not
received the alert message. Now this means that the alert was sent but none of
the follower nodes was available to hear that communication, alert was not prop-
agated and it was not relayed to the sink, which can have severe consequences
for applications of critical nature.
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Fig. 9: Number of alerts missed

The total number of alerts sent by all the sentry nodes is approximately
1070. Figure 9 shows the total number of alerts sent by sentry nodes to which
no responses were received, i.e. the number of alerts which were not propagated
through the network.
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Fig. 10: Received and successfully propagated alert messages

Figure 10 shows the percentage of received and successfully propagated alert
messages. We see in figure 9 and 10 that the results of the MAC protocol pro-
posed in this paper, are second only to a static MAC with 80% duty cycle.
Criticality adaptive MAC proposed in this paper shows better results in com-
parison to duty cycled static MAC with duty cycle of 0.7. As figure 8 showed
that the number of nodes working at 0.7 duty-cycle or above is small, the re-
sults shown in figure 9 clearly illustrate the benefit of our criticality adaptive
MAC approach: fewer nodes working on high duty cycle values but better re-



sponsiveness. Non-sentry nodes also sent 353 alerts and in response received 358
acknowledgements.

Figure 11 shows the comparison of total energy consumption of all the nodes
in the network in Joules. In the figure we can see that our criticality adaptive
MAC protocol consumed 48% less energy in comparison to a static MAC with
duty cycle of 0.8, for a static with duty cycle of 0.7, the energy saved was
around 44%, and the corresponding values were 38% and 32% respectively for
static MAC 0.6 and static MAC 0.5.
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Fig. 11: Comparison of energy consumed

Taking the global energy consumption of the network, Figure 12 shows the
energy consumed per successfully propagated alert message for the various MAC
protocols.
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We see in figure 12 that the adaptive MAC approach gives significantly better
results in comparison to Static MAC with different duty cycle durations. The
energy is efficiently utilised to increase the network lifetime.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a duty-cycled MAC protocol for low latency alert
propagation and low energy consumption. In a network all the nodes work for the
same purpose so if a node has high redundancy, it can be used more extensively
for detection purposes. The key point in our approach is to link the duty cycle
of nodes with image capture rate and number of cover sets.

Simulations have shown the efficacy of our approach. The results have shown
that our approach was responsive to high number of alerts in comparison to
various duty cycle lengths for a static duty-cycled MAC. At the same time
the energy consumed for the whole network was minimum for our approach,
which are very encouraging results. In future we want to extend our sentry node
selection to two-hops and we want the duty cycle of nodes on the route to sink
to be calculated with this approach, to receive images at the sink with minimum
latency.
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